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Preface

Research often begins by asking one question and ends up answering
another. This book began as an exploration of the image in Islam. It
ended up exploring how one might relinquish concepts like the image
and art to conceive of perception through an Islam, often overshadowed by
politics, essential to a sense of emotive knowledge that emerges through
engagement with the arts.4

Instead of defining the image, art, or religion, this book asks:
What is art if the primary sensory organ is neither eyes nor ears, but the

heart?
Where are the boundaries between the senses as we take in the world?
What is art if dreams and visions are as real as materiality?
How can art make-present, and not just re-present?
Exploration of these questions has led me to diverse texts. For me, the

measure of my arguments has been the interconnections between disparate
elements that corroborate surprising connections and unravel unforeseen
ideas. It has been a hard book to stop researching, because so many sources
and scholarly works connect to it. This exploration has fascinated me
through the work of scholars in a multitude of disciplines who have
delved into archives and painstakingly translated manuscripts to
assemble the crumbs of the past discarded on the table of history into
satisfying meals of narrative. I contribute to this telling of stories in
recognition that it is only by building upon each other’s expression and
experience, admiring in collaboration and respectful in dissent, that we can
build the civil discourse that constitutes a pluralistic, dynamic, and
peaceful planet.
I thank colleagues, friends, and students for their support in making this

book come to fruition. I have often wished to be able to talk with my
doctoral advisor, Renie Bierman, who passed away during its writing.
A compassionate teacher, she was a cornerstone for my critical thought.
I also write in memory of my late father, Stanford J. Shaw, for being
a model of diligent research and writing, and also simply for being a kind

4 Asani, 2018: xiv. xv



and loving person. I also thank my mother, Ayşe Ezel Kural Shaw, for
combining erudition, passion, and love of teaching while raising me to take
my intellectual independence and authority as a woman as a matter of
course. I would like to thank the support of my mentor–colleague–friends
Ayşe Batur, Zeynep Çelik, Victoria Holbrook, Ruth Mas, Gülru Necipoğlu,
Raphaelle Praesinger, Nasser Rabbat, Nadim Sarrouh, and Margaret
Shortle. I am grateful to Birgit Krawetz, Birgit Meyer, Stephennie
Mulder, and Terje Stordelen for their thoughtful commentary on earlier
drafts and chapters of this work, to Sarah Cresap Johnson for her assistance
with the last stages of the manuscript, and my editors Maria Marsh, Ruth
Boyes, Mary Starkey, and Atifa Jiwa at Cambridge University Press for
their thoughtful, constructive, and diligent support. Finally, I thank the
light of my heart, my daughter Z.E.A., who showed patience beyond her
years in giving me time to work instead of joining her in play. Her love,
curiosity, and expressions of pride in her mother have energized and
inspired me.
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Note on Transcultural Communication

This book uses simple Latin script transliterations of names and words
originally written in Arabic script in Arabic, Persian, Ottoman Turkish, or
Urdu. The philological legacy informing much of Islamic studies has
normalized transliteration using extensive diacritical marks specific to
standardized renditions of each language. Such standardized translitera-
tions cannot capture the diversity of pronunciation in diverse times,
regions, and dialects. While useful for language learners, diacritics can be
off-putting for a non-specialist reader. By avoiding diacritics and transli-
terating into common English, this book does not aim to guide accurate
pronunciation somuch as to familiarize the unfamiliar in what is, for better
or worse, the lingua franca of our era.
Since modern Turkish uses Latin script, I have included its modified

lettering in proper names: ş = sh; ç = ch; c = g as in “gym”; ı = i as in “girl”; ğ
is silent, eliding flanking vowels.
I have also included (where necessary) the use of ‘ in proper names and

terms, indicating a glottal stop, which can be approximated by stopping
rather than eliding successive letters. Thus Sa’di is not read “saadi” but Sa di,
with a brief pause in the middle. In full transcription, different apostrophes
indicate different letters, but this convention is complex for the reader not
versed in Arabic and is not followed in this text.
The letters v and w are indicated by the same letter in Arabic script but

pronounced differently in different languages. Where Persian/Turkish is
the dominant use, I have used “v”; when the word stems from Arabic,
I have used “w.”
Many Arabic and Persian words are included in parenthesis to facilitate

further investigation of concepts and histories mentioned without exten-
sive analysis in this study.
Similarly enhancing accessibility, dates are not citied through the

Islamic (hijri) calendar, but through that of the Common Era (CE). All
dates are CE, unless indicated as BCE (Before Common Era).
European-style surnames have only become widespread in the regions

discussed in this book during the last century. Thus reference by last name,
and indexing, is often misleading. To take honorifics or place names as xvii



though they were last names does not fit many cultural norms. To simplify
name references, I have not found a satisfying alternative to following
established conventions for referring to people in English, but hereby
note this as misleading.
For example, in Arabic, people were often described by their given

names, modified by the name of the father, son, or daughter, as well
as honorifics of allegiance expressed as servitude. Thus the name Abu
al-Qasim Muhammad ibn Abdallah ibn ‘Abd al-Muttalib ibn Hashim
ibn ‘Abd Manaf al-Quraishi means Muhammad, father of al-Qasim,
son of Abdallah, son of servant-of-al-Muttalib son of Hashim son of
servant-of-Manaf of the Quraish tribe. That’s a bit long, so this book
refers to him as the Prophet Muhammad.
There are no capital letters in Arabic script, so I have used lower case to

indicate auxiliary words (the and son of) next to main names (e.g. ibn
Arabi), except when capitalization is required by English punctuation.
In Persian, a proper name is often followed by an identifying location.

Thus Jalal al-Din Rumi means Splendor of the Faith, of Rum (Anatolia).
Thus calling him “Rumi,” as is common in the West, only indicates where
he was from and is not his name. Most followers call him by the patrony-
mic “Mevlana” (our master). Sometimes, however, an epithet does become
shortened to a single word. Thus one can safely call Farid al-Din Attar
(savior of the faith, perfumer) simply as Attar.
Honorifics such as Ağa (Ottoman), Agha (Persian), and Khan more or

less mean “sir.” They are often associated with proper names, but should
not be mistaken for surnames except when used as such in the modern era.
Similar honorifics in this book include Amir (Leader), Qadi (Judge), Shah
(King) and Sultan (King).
Early Islamic scholars who gained fame according to Latinized names,

like Ibn al-Haytham, known as Alhazen, are referred to in the original
variant unless discussed in a European context.
Published translations are gratefully acknowledged in the reference

section. Translations from works in French, German, and Turkish are
mine. I have chosen to feature literature that is available in Western
languages, but often insufficiently analyzed in the plurality of its meanings.
The corpus of historical literature that has not been translated, republished
in the past century, or critically discussed in any language is vast, leaving us
moderns with imperfect access to the thought-worlds of the past.
Spellings quoted from other texts have been left as in the original.
Recognizing that this book will be read by people of multiple intellectual,

linguistic, and faith cultures, I have done my best to introduce figures,
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dates, and define terms the first time that they occur. Thus terms relating to
the history of religion and to critical methodology are generally defined in
the earlier portions of the text. When sections are read independently,
readers should refer to these definitions.
For ease of viewing, extraneous elements of manuscript pages have been

cropped in image reproductions accompanying this text.
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Introduction From Islamic Art to Perceptual Culture

Early one summer evening in Istanbul over a decade ago, as the evening
darkness filtered through an electric blue sky, I was walking down a hill
toward the Bosporus. I looked up and saw a dome above me, as though in
a mosque. The pattern quickly resolved into the overlapping branches and
delicate leaves of an acacia tree. It then shifted back into a dome, and back
again into a tree. I realized: pattern is not abstraction, but representation.
The difference comes from me. My imaginary image of ‘a tree’, seen in
profile from a distance, did not match my experience of treeness, looking
up, bewildered by the dancing geometries of lights between its shades.
There is nothing more realistic about the picture of a tree seen from far
away than the geometry in a tiled dome. They represent the same object.
Differently.
Several years later, visiting my other former home, I took my four-year-

old daughter to the Los Angeles County Museum of Art. I happily
described the serenity of the Buddha and Shiva Nataraja’s dance of creation
and destruction. I thought she might find the medieval European section
boring, so I ushered her through.
She stopped in the middle of the gallery. “Mommy . . . ” she asked, “why

are there so many naked men with their arms out?”
I laughed: the sheer impossibility of thinking that. “Sweetheart, that’s

not such a good story for children,” I said. Not wanting her to conclude
that so many people we know, followers of the largest religion in the world,
believe the rather peculiar story of a violent God killing his own son, I kept
silent. I immediately realized that my answer was bizarre. Of course, it is
a perfectly fine story for children. For centuries, Christian children every-
where have learned the story of the Crucifixion with no greater trauma
than all the other children learning about all the other violent deities.
I imagined looking at these paintings without already knowing what

they mean. The Crucifixion is so inextricable from hegemonic Western
cultures that the body of Christ depicted on the cross instantly metamor-
phoses into a symbol. We are incapable of seeing the (near)-naked-man-
with-his-arms-stretched-out that my daughter saw. Repeatedly witnessing
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the Crucifixion, we unconsciously reinforce our participation in an estab-
lished cultural frame – whether or not we profess Christian faith.
In contrast, when we enter an exhibit of art from a less familiar culture,

our gaze remains as naïve as that of a child.We look at the world through the
filter of what we know. This not only risks misrepresenting the unfamiliar, it
also prevents us from stretching our own horizons by encountering some-
thing new. Instead of opening ourselves to growing through the incorpora-
tion of difference, we force difference into the straitjacket of our imagination.
This limitation emerges through a double translation intrinsic to art

history: first, that of European premodern cultures into modern frame-
works; and secondly, that of other cultures through the resulting
Euronormative category called art. The past, along with the other, becomes
the blind spot of art history. What would it all look like if we were to
position ourselves at one of these blind spots and apprehend the world
through an alternative code?
This book explores this possibility from one such vantage point, that of

Islam. It conceives of Islam not through the modern distinction between
religion and culture, but as a self-referential interplay of interwoven dis-
courses, rituals, and beliefs moving across space and time. It proposes that:

Islamic art emerges not from production, but from reception.
Islam abides not in the object, but in the subject.
Yet the subject of this Islam need not be Muslim.
And the object can be material or imaginary; visual, sonic, or verbal.
Its analytical frame need not be limited by either art or history.
Transcending this frame, it can talk back to Western art history.
In doing so, it dislocates disciplinary premises of center and periphery.

This book comes to these propositions by analyzing discussions of perception
in texts that have circulated widely across regions of Islamic hegemony, more
casually called the ‘Islamic world.’ These include the Quran, the foundational
text of Islam believed by Muslims to transcribe the divine word, and the
Hadith, the record of the words and deeds of the Prophet Muhammad. The
interpretation of these texts grounds the dialogical practice known as Islamic
law (Sharia). Yet Islam exceeds legal discourses. It emerges as well through the
interaction of interpretive and philosophical texts elaborating faith engaging
with multiple previous, neighboring, and intertwined cultures, and dissemi-
nated through ritual, poetry, music, geometry, and painting. The ideas about
perception woven through them suggest that the questions that we ask
through frameworks of religion, art, and history often veil Islamic culture in
the name of revealing it. This not only alters dominant understandings of
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Islam and its arts, but also destabilizes some premises of disciplinary art
history that claim global methodological utility.

0.1 Can Art Be Islamic?

The noblest rescript with which the scribes of the workshop of prayer adorn
the album of composition and novelty, and the most subtle picture with
which the depictors of the gallery of intrinsic meaning decorate the
assemblies of creativity and invention, is praise of the Creator, by whose pen
are scriven sublime letters and exalted forms. In accordance with the dictum,
“The pen dried upwithwhatwould be until Doomsday,” the coalesced forms
and dispersed shapes of the archetypes were hidden in the recesses of the
unseen in accordance with the dictum, “I was a hidden treasure.”

Then, in accordance with the words, “I wanted to be known, so
I created creation in order to be known,” he snatched with the fingers of
destiny the veil of non-existence from the countenance of being, and with
the hand of mercy and the pen, which was “the first thing God created.”
He painted [them] masterfully on the canvas of being.1

Penned in 1544 by the manuscript painter Dust Muhammad (d. 1564), these
paragraphs initiate the preface to an album of calligraphy and painting
prepared under the powerful cultural patron, the Safavid prince Bahram
Mirza (1517–1549). Dust Muhammad was in a unique position to record
the discourses surrounding this endeavor. Trained in the studio of the
illustrious manuscript painter Kamal ul-Din Behzad (c.1450–1535), who
honed his creative powers at the court of the Timurid sultan Husayn
Bayqara (r. 1469–1506), Dust Muhammad worked under the patronage of
the Safavid shah Tahmasp (r. 1524–1576) and later under the Mughal
emperor Humayun (r. 1530–1540; 1555–1556). The album later entered the
imperial library of the Ottoman dynasty (1398–1923) in Constantinople,
underscoring the longevity of its value.
This preface ensconces a genealogy of calligraphers and painters among

stories articulating the human creative impulse in relationship with the
divine. It frames human creativity as part of the workshop of prayer that
adorns all of creation, referred to as the album of composition. Human
creativity praises God through devotional emulation. The contents of the
album reveal the intrinsic meaning of the world by articulating the creative
force in which we partake, a divinity within and without us. Listing

1 Thackston, 2000: 4.
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generations of creators, Dust Muhammad considers how people learned,
but not what they produced; how their personal excellence translated into
great works, but not what constituted the greatness of their works.
What, exactly, is such a text? Such prefaces have provided extraordinary

sources for more detailed understandings of Persian painting in the field of
Islamic art history since their rediscovery, translation, and analysis since
the mid-twentieth century.2 Yet to read these sources only through
a disciplinary framework limits their broader implications for our appre-
hension of the historical cultures of Islam. The spiritual framing of an
album of exquisite human reflections on God’s creation – calligraphic and
painted panels that we moderns categorize as art – was not merely the
thought of a single individual. The preface celebrates a cultural attitude
shared by artists and patrons penned by an artist whose work engaged with
four major Islamic dynasties. Although it cannot represent an imaginary,
homogeneous Islam, it reflects an attitude articulated in numerous ways, in
many languages, in many formats – poetic and prose, theological and
popular – that persisted from the ninth into the twentieth century. Such
a text informs, but does not fit within, the frame of art history, a modern
disciplinary tool for the apprehension of special things.
This text is one of many sources this book explores in order to discover

that which is not art history: an attitude pervasive in the historical Islamic
world (but neither unique to nor universal within it), propagated through
its discourses, and all too often erased through the imposition of modern
ways of thinking and knowing about the past. Not mandated by scripture,
this attitude informed texts reflecting both theological and worldly con-
cerns. For its participants, such an attitude must have felt natural. It was
never expressed as a theory of art, because ‘art’ was not a concept intrinsic
to it. Engaging creativity in relation to the divine, this attitude enabled and
justified the essence of what it means to be human. Dust Muhammad
articulates this by quoting a poem:

When a man is ignorant in his being, he cannot
be called human simply because of his form.

O God, I am that handful of dust that previously
was void of my form and conduct.

Since you gave me human form first, make me
share intrinsically in humanity.3

2 Minorsky, 1959; Roxburgh, 2001: 135–6; Akın-Kıvanç, 2011. 3 Thackston, 2000: 5.
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This understanding of the dependence of human creativity on the divine,
the glory of the world and its material traps, meanders through Islamic
discourses. This book weaves a theory from these paths: a theory of
perception engaging with but not bound by art or history; a theory of
Islam between theology and culture. A theory of an attitude that once was
so natural that the need to describe it emerges only from an external space
requiring translation. What we conceive as ‘art’ plays one part in this
broader framework.
Art history rarely addresses this attitude, because its methods rarely

engage with Islam. Investigating the worldly interests of beautiful objects,
it leaves religion to the theologians. But is such a distinction between the
godly and the worldly useful in historical cultures? The secularist thesis
underlying art history – that culture exists separate from faith – limits our
awareness of an attitude, such as that exemplified above, different from our
own. Art history can match objects with makers, reconstruct unknown
pasts, illustrate networks of success and achievement, set the boundaries
between commonality and distinction, and trace paths of communication.
It maps a system of value across a system of time. Yet framing the
unfamiliar through categories that seem natural to our modern environ-
ments cannot bridge the gap of alterity. To engage with culture, we have to
leave many of our premises outside the analytical door, and let the speech
of the unknown build its own house within our universe.
The absence of religion from art history pertains not only to Islamic art,

but to the genesis of its modern methods during an era of secularization.
While the discipline has multiple origins, its modern theorization emerges
in mid-eighteenth-century Europe within broader discourses of rational-
ism and secularization, the rise of capitalism, the shift from aristocratic to
republican government, and a growing consciousness of the world as
a space of resources and conquest. The modern concept of ‘art’ reflects
an expansion in the function of painting and sculpture from the convey-
ance of meaning, often related to worship, to one signaling broader forces,
whether those of history, identity, or the market.4 The emergence of
‘aesthetics’ as a measure of ‘art’ reflects a presumptive distinction between
intellectual and sensory knowledge through modern European terminolo-
gies. The hierarchy that modern subjects establish between the cognitive
order of logic and the lower sensory order of aesthetics solidified in
Aesthetica (1750) by Alexander Gottlieb Baumgarten (1714–1762). This
informed the influential Critique of the Power of Judgement (1790) by

4 Shiner, 2001.
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Immanuel Kant (1724–1804), which describes the proper observer as
necessarily distanced and disinterested. This enables him to generalize
his taste and behave as if his position is universal, precluding the potential
naturalness of any other attitude.
This position of disinterest enabled the new institution of the museum to

streamline mass engagements with art. The proliferation of museums in the
nineteenth century altered art in its relationships with the public, class, and
identity.5 While some understood museums as enabling a revolutionary
redistribution of symbolic wealth from elites to the nascent nation, others
perceived a violent erasure of living culture in the name of preservation.6 The
museumgave each object a proper place in relation to other objects, and gave
each viewer a proper relationship with objects and with each other. Sensory
experience of objects became reduced to sight, as display required smell,
taste, touch, and sound to recede into the viewer’s imagination.
The philosophy of Gottfried Wilhelm Friedrich Hegel (1770–1831)

enshrined the shift in the modern apprehension of objects from sensory
perception to intellectual cognition. The intrinsic meaning of the object
retreated as it became a sign of pure Spirit, traversing time and civiliza-
tions. For Hegel, the loss of localized meaning in art functioned as
a laudable indication of teleological progress from the material expression
of religion to rationalist self-awareness idealized through the French
Revolution.7 He described this distinction as a cornerstone of modernity,
in which reflection on art, rather than art itself, conferred meaning.

The peculiar manner of the production of art and its works no longer completely
fill our highest need; we have progressed too far to still be able to venerate and pray
to works of art; the impression they make on us is of a more reflective kind, and
what they arouse in us still requires a higher touchstone and has to prove itself in
a different manner. Thought and reflection have overtaken the fine arts.8

For Hegel, the shift from worship to analysis, or practice to theory, signified
progress from body to mind. The modern preference for measurable infor-
mation about objects over discussion of their communicative capacity
reflects the hierarchy of rationalism over sensation underpinning disciplin-
ary art history. The expectation of progress frames styles, artists, and/or
cultures as developing progressively one from the next, as if artists are more
interested in sublating precedents than in engaging withmultiple contexts in
the present tense. Although subsequent art-historical empiricism often

5 Gilks, 2012. 6 Maleuvre, 2001: 2, 13. 7 Dale, 2014: 200–201; Vilchez, 2017: 2.
8 Harries, 1974: 689.
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distances itself from Hegelianism, the discipline’s maintenance of the object
as a metonym for collective culture, its dependence on periodization and
distinct civilizations, and its engagement with art on a reified historical
trajectory reflects the persistence of underlying Hegelian premises.9

The modern idea of art displaced objects from a religious system of
meaning to a secular one. Instead of functioning within a holistic, multi-
media, multisensory environment, objects became paradigmatic of
broader narratives, often geared toward the collective identity of the
nation-state and a hierarchy of civilizations. Sequentialized, objects could
serve as teleological visual markers of progress. Framed as history rather
than inheritance, the art object signaled two contradictory frameworks:
collective identity and a disjunction from modernity.
Yet secular vocabularies of art often obscure premises inherited from the

hegemony of Western European Christianity. Just because one removes
words such as ‘Christian’ or ‘God’ from the discussion of art does not mean
that the naturalized habits established through the religious contexts with
which art was long associated suddenly disappear. Instead, they permeate
our secular discourse of art. Consider, for example, how images of Christ
engage with a viewer. For an Eastern Orthodox Christian, a representation
of Christ Pantocrator functions through its investment with divine pre-
sence. The painting brings the divine into communication with the
believer; the divine looks at us. In contrast, for a post-Renaissance
Western European Christian, an image of the Crucifixion enables the
viewer to witness the divine. Whereas the former icon embodies presence,
the latter uses conventions of realism, such as perspective, foreshortening,
and shading to represent a presence that is elsewhere – it makes the absent
deceptively present. Both of these representational systems function in
religious contexts. Yet only the second set of conventions of representa-
tional naturalism persist as norms in hegemonic, secular art history. This is
hardly surprising, as art history developed in Western Europe, where
norms established under Western European Christianity feel entirely nat-
ural – so natural, in fact, that they seem universal. This naturalization has
enabled a vocabulary of the image specific to the history of Western
European Christianity to become normative for understanding all sorts
of images, erasing the conceptual histories underlying the aesthetic prac-
tices of other cultures, whether Orthodox Christian, Islamic, Buddhist, or
anything else. The universalization of a local experience only reinforces
a parochialism always already blind to the possibility of difference. Religion

9 Elkins, 1988; Gaiger, 2011.
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becomes defined as a set of precepts or beliefs to which one rationally
adheres, ignoring how religion functions as well as a mode of being-in-the-
world informed by faith.
Similarly, much as objects designed for purposes of worship eschew

religion to enter a discourse of art, the rituals of respect encountered in
the museum – silence, circumambulation, and meditation – perpetuate
a sacral aura in the episteme of knowledge rather than faith.10 The pre-
ference for sight obviates touch, speech, song, anointing, feeding, carrying,
or any other engagement with the object. Art gains secular sacrality
through its disembodiment from the subject.11 Reflecting on the treatment
of Raphael’s Sistine Madonna as artwork rather than altarpiece, Martin
Heidegger (1889–1976) theorized the conflation of modernity with
Christianity as the Entgötterung (‘de-godization’ or ‘removal of the gods’).

This expression does not mean the mere doing away with the gods, gross atheism.
The loss of the gods is a twofold process. On the one hand, the world picture is
Christianized in as much as the cause of the world is posited as infinite, uncondi-
tional, absolute. On the other hand, Christendom transforms Christian doctrine
into a worldview (the Christian world view), and in that way makes itself up to
date.12

This universalization of (Western European) Christian values became nor-
mative under the aegis of secularization precisely as Europe became a global
hegemonic power, reinscribing the Christian as ‘Western’, and transforming
missionary zeal into modernization through Westernization.13

The repurposing of altarpieces as art helped translate the rhetorical
frame of Christian visual culture into the secular discourse of art history.
The valorization of the representational image establishes a normative
relationship between the viewer on one side of the image and reality that
is always necessarily elsewhere. Representational meaning becomes equa-
ted with semiotic interpretation, such that elements in an image constitute
textual signs. Signifying potential reinforces a hierarchy of ‘art’ over ‘craft.’
The artist gains status as the inspired, ingenious mediator of culture,
decoded through the seemingly objective mediation of a distanced critic
anointed with special access to truth.
The shift in emphasis from artistic genius to objects as cultural signifiers

took place through the work of Alois Riegl (1858–1905). Literalizing the
Hegelian paradigm of the ‘Spirit’ of ‘civilization’ progressingWestward, his

10 Duncan, 1995. 11 Gualdrini, 2013. 12 Heidegger, 1977: 116–117.
13 Makdisi, 1997; Mas, 2015.
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thought liberated form from context. Objects thus became independent
markers of history. In contrast to earlier pattern books essentializing
regional practices through static stylistic taxonomy, such as the
Grammar of Ornament (1856) by Owen Jones (1809–1874), Riegl exam-
ined diachronic stylistic change to trace the development, interaction, and
decline of cultures through a Hegelian dialectic. Focusing on establishing
complete sequences of objects, he eschewed the association of works with
contemporary texts. Rather, he suggested that a complete sequence could
exceed the analysis of any single example to function as a measurable,
scientific record of how a people produce the world through their will-to-
art (Kunstwollen), representing their collective apprehension of the world
(Weltanschauung). Disassociating form from function or context, his
method required a holistic understanding of cultures. Emphasizing trans-
temporal and trans-geographic imperiality over nationalism, his 1893
work Stilfragen (Questions of Style) recognized Islamic ornament as
a central link in his quest to establish a linear trajectory of art from ancient
Egypt to modern Europe. As the idea of Kunstwollen developed in the early
to mid-twentieth century, it became a means of apprehending a people’s
collective psychology – a means of determining the internal structuring
principles of individual artists as externalized artistic expressions of
culture.14

After World War II, the ‘Western’ art-historical tradition came to
include pre-Christian traditions mapped onto a hermetically sealed, tele-
ological Hegelian historiography in which the ‘Spirit’ of civilization moved
ever Westward – Mesopotamia, Egypt, and ancient Greece – rendering
everybody else external to history.15 The ‘Western’ expanded from the
Christian paradigm to the ‘Judeo-Christian’, a nineteenth-century term
justifying racialized Protestant supremacy in Europe recycled in anti-
fascist discourse of late 1930s North America to assimilate Jews into
‘Western’ societies.16 Yet when we discuss the ‘Western’ artistic tradition,
the Jewish is as absent as the Islamic – indeed, a common yet inaccurate
presumption asserts that the second commandment precludes the exis-
tence of Jewish art.17 Through this enforced absence, the category
‘Western’ seamlessly secularizes the history of art in the Western
European Christian tradition as a cultural norm.
This elision reflects the incorporation of religious prejudice into

Enlightenment thought. In the Middle Ages, Judaism was regularly

14 Elsner, 2006: 761. 15 Nelson, 1997.
16 Silk, 1984: 66; Nathan and Topolski, 2016; Brodkin, 1998. 17 Bland, 2000.
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personified as Synagogia, symbolized as a woman blindfolded to signify the
dogmatic adherence to scripture attributed to the Jewish inability to see the
light of Christianity. Although distancing himself from religion, Kant
perpetuated this attribution of dogmatism to Judaism as underlying the
absence of the image: the sublimity of Jewish reason undermined the
distancing mechanism of the image to achieve objectivity.18 Thus
the image prohibition exceeds an aesthetic or even cultural critique of
the Abrahamic other, instead circumscribing Jewish engagement in rea-
soned thought. Representational art stands for the possibility of being fully
human. Such denunciations of Judaism have since been transferred to
Islam, accused of an ‘image prohibition’ – even in an era when realism is
not the primary measure of art, and even though images proliferate in
Islamic cultures. Like Judaism, Islam stands accused not simply of lacking
pictures, but of associated nefarious qualities: an absence of reason, anti-
quated beliefs, and the subjugation of women through their supposed
‘invisibility’ under the veil. A predilection for violence against images,
such as the destruction of the Bamyan Buddhas or statues at the Mosul
Museum, has become metonymic for supposed Islamic hostility toward
civilization itself.19

Through these processes, what we call ‘Western art’ is ‘European
Christian art’ by a new name. This category includes all sensory objects
following regimens of representation foregrounding the naturalistic image
that developed under the cultural aegis of European Christianity. It
includes all art that conceptually responds to theWestern artistic tradition,
even when it does not bear any overt connection to religion and including
the era of modernism, which innovates in breaking against these implicitly
Christian traditions that we call Western. It does not have to be religious; it
simply engages with or against norms established under a religious
episteme.
Art history has developed its paradigms through the analysis of Western

art that might be better termed Christianate, underscoring the modern
transposition of premises informed by European Christianity as culture
which permeate secular Western societies and which often serve as
a measure for the assimilation of those designated as other.20 Generously

18 Mack, 2013: 153. 19 Shaw, 2015.
20 This neologism draws on Marshall Hodgson’s much-debated term “Islamicate,” proposed

through the posthumous 1974 publication of The Venture of Islam, to distinguish cultural
artifacts and practices shared by multiple religious persuasions from properly religious,
‘Islamic’ ones. For a discussion of the problems of this terminology, see Ahmed, 2015: 157,
444–450.
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globalizing these paradigms, it has recognized the art of other cultures to
the extent that it suits this filter. When applied outside Europe, the term
‘art’ represents a form of epistemic violence through the renegotiation of
objects from the intrinsic logic of their cultural–social life into an extrinsic
realm of analysis and modern commodification in private collections and
museums. It denigrates the cultures in which works were produced as
intellectually mute and lesser than the narratively produced, imaginary
collective designated as ‘our (Christianate) own’. Perpetuating these
assumptions, every exhibit of non-Western or premodern art that does
not explicitly explain the concepts informing the works limits them to
communicate in terms we bring to their apprehension. As a result, Islamic
art history has often designated a history of objects produced under Islamic
hegemony and considered through lenses crafted to define the ‘Western’
legacy: art, aesthetics, and dynasties. This is a history of objects recognized
as art and understood in analytical terms from a vantage point dependent
on European intellectual history. This art history has never been Islamic.

0.2 From Islamic Art to a Decolonized Art History

If the capacity of Islamic art history is structurally limited in its ability to
reflect Islam outside terms deeply embedded in Western experience, then
what functions does it serve? The incorporation of non-Western cultures
in a globalized art history has long served a multitude of contradictory
functions for which it is not only ill equipped, but many of which no longer
address contemporary sociopolitical realities. In the Cold War era, Islamic
art history served a dual function: to push Islam into a traditional past
associated with the national heritage of Middle Eastern nation-states root-
ing their modernity in secularism; and as an institutionalized marker of
civilizational hierarchies structuring the post-colonial order. Today, the
sociopolitical environment has changed. Secularism no longer holds pride
of place in the modern politics of many nation-states, and many Middle
Eastern states have embraced Islam not as heritage in a distant past, but as
a governing principle or nationalist cause. If Islamic art history provided
amodern, secular narrative forMiddle Eastern nation-states that no longer
espouse secular values, then for whom do we develop art-historical
narratives?
Perhaps it represents the rise of contemporary Islam. Yet the Islam of

today is not the same as that in which the objects of Islamic art were
experienced. The violence of modernism and colonialism has altered it.
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The simultaneous dispersal of modern bureaucratic, educational, and
epistemic systems under both direct colonialism and voluntary
Westernization irrevocably altered intellectual life in regions of Islamic
hegemony. By the late nineteenth century, influential Islamic thinkers were
educated (at least partly) in European-style schools and adopted suppo-
sedly universal Western epistemic practices. Living networks of Islam
ossified under the label of tradition. As legal systems secularized, historical
educational and juridical systems lost longstanding leadership practices.
Islamic thinkers adopted European understandings of Islam as distinct
from the newly invented category of ‘the West’.21 Modern Islam often
developed as an oppositional ideology to colonialism, which perpetuated
the violence of the modern already normalized in Europe as part of
teleological, unstoppable progress. Although often denigrated as ‘medie-
val,’ contemporary Islam depends on and exemplifies the historical arc of
modernity.22

This violence included Max Weber’s modernist assertion of the secular
as a ‘disenchanted,’ natural space of social action, distinguishing this-
worldliness and physical reality from the imaginary and irrational space
designated for religion.23 The alternative is not to return to an ‘enchanted’
religious order, but to recognize secularism as an ideology productive and
restrictive of meaning in its own right. Just as Marx perceived a need in his
own time for history and philosophy to unmask the other-world of truth
indicated in religion, now it is time for the this-world of truth claimed by
secularism, the de facto religion of high modernity, to be in turn
unmasked. A bit more enchantment may not hurt either.
A decolonizing art history must rely on a ‘disenchanted’ dose of facti-

city – the citation of sources within a framework of reasoned argument –
while simultaneously respecting ways of knowing that may not fit modern
epistemic boundaries. Such an art history cannot be a-colonial – it is
necessarily informed by and participant in the legacies of coloniality. It
recognizes that there is no neutral zone from which to take a safe distance
and observe; all positions are invested in a history and a set of interests, and
thereby political. It also cannot be static: it must retain its mobility between
epistemes. Michel Foucault (1926–1984) defines an episteme as experi-
enced in retrospect:

the strategic apparatus which permits of separating out from among all the state-
ments which are possible those that will be acceptable within, I won’t say a scientific

21 Abou El Fadl, 2009. 22 Gray, 2003. 23 Asad, 2003; Lyons, 2014.
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theory, but a field of scientificity, and which it is possible to say are true or false. The
episteme is the ‘apparatus’which makes possible the separation, not of the true from
the false, but of what may from what may not be characterised as scientific.24

The secular episteme, like the colonial or Islamic epistemes, is recognizable
largely because our world no longer fully inhabits it, and therefore no
longer normalizes its hegemonic power.
Instead of engaging in such decolonization, however, dominant exhibi-

tionary practices often still justify relevance through the desire to under-
mine prejudice. Such cultural ambassadorship was promoted in the
framework of Cold War politics in a 1951 speech by the eminent German-
American Islamic art historian Richard Ettinghausen (1906–1979):

Muslim art can also have a special significance for theMuslim world of today. Since
this is its one cultural achievement widely accepted and admired by the West,
a rededication to it can compensate the East to a certain degree for its scientific and
technological retardation, something which neither the oil fields nor strategic
location can achieve. Be that as it may, there has been and still is no better
ambassador of good will than art.25

The expectation that art history serve as a cultural ambassador reflects
a desire for integrative assimilation for both the discipline and the region.
An Islamic art history that participates in the broader discipline of art
history through methods such as iconographic analysis and historical
periodization proves itself on a par with dominant narratives of the
West. Similarly, the nationalist, secularist, and Westernizing ideologies
governing many mid-twentieth-century Middle Eastern countries empha-
sized modernist assimilation into a global order of nations through
a universal paradigm of empiricism. Today, when this universalism has
exposed its weak foundations, both theoretically in post-colonial studies
and in the fracturing of the seemingly stable political world order of the
nation-state, the integrative aims of an earlier era of art history seem almost
nostalgic, as if enough art history will prove that the other was never
particularly foreign after all.
Although contemporary art historians have often resisted this expecta-

tion, it remains implicit in contemporary justifications for Islamic art exhi-
bitions. Following the attack on the World Trade Center in New York on
September 11, 2001, numerous exhibitions and galleries devoted to historical
and modern Islamic art have aimed to provide a positive message about
a much-maligned religion that is also the second largest in the world.26 For

24 Foucault, 1980: 197. 25 Ettinghausen, 1951: 47. 26 Shaw, 2019.
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example, the 2011 reconstruction of the Islamic galleries at the New York
Metropolitan Museum of Art, secularized and regionalized under the new
name Galleries of the Arts of the Arab Lands, Turkey, Iran, Central Asia, and
Later South Asia, presumably aimed to rectify the reductive perception that
Islam is only about religion, and never about culture. Yet every revised system
of categorization instills new erasures. While addressing the exclusion of
religious minorities implicit in the term ‘Islamic,’ the new name perpetuates
the historical oppression of linguistic and ethnic minorities, such as the
Amazigh, Balochi, Kurdish, and Palestinian peoples, who do not have nation-
states and who have participated in Islamic perceptual culture (understood in
cross-religious frameworks). The problemmay not be the categories so much
as the fixed taxonomies implicit in the practice of categorization.
Even in its attempt to reframe objects through geography rather than

religion, the new name may have backfired. In a review entitled
“A Cosmopolitan Trove of Exotic Beauty,” Holland Cotter of the
New York Times explained: “Art has always reflected what’s wrong about
people as much as what’s right about them. In image after image, beauty is
countered by cruelty; utopianism by power grabs. Paradise gardens and
battlefields make equally desirable real estate.”27 Similarly, according to
Peter Schjedhal of the New Yorker: “The Islamic Wing affords adventures
in difference. It made me acutely conscious of myself as European-
American – a latter-day scion of the Renaissance wedding of Greek and
Roman with Judeo-Christian traditions. It did this by reversing my sense of
Islam as a topic of study: rather abruptly, Islam seemed to be scrutinizing
me.”28 Having seen the exhibit, both reviewers emphasize the impenetrabil-
ity of what they see, relying on hackneyed tropes of the Orient and violence
unrelated to the display. This sense of the exotic emerges from the entitle-
ment that comes from expecting the categories that we know to explain all
experience. Failing to master what he sees, Schjedhal summons all the might
of Western civilization to reaffirm his identity. Inexplicably, he feels
watched, perhaps even menaced, by the agency implied in the indifference
of Islamic art to his categories.
If even such refined exhibitions of Islamic art fail in representing

culture beyond the limited expectations of sophisticated viewers, clearly
another paradigm needs to emerge as an alternative to one demanding
speech from objects and intuition from viewers. When we fail to
provide substantive overviews, the avoidance of scholarly generalization

27 Cotter, 2011. 28 Schjedhal, 2011.
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inadvertently perpetuates rather than disavows the persistent and troublesome
generalizations made by others. Such reviews suggest that the presentation of
art as a metonym for culture at large fails when supplemented only by history.
Viewers need a lexicon of intrinsic meanings through which to engage with,
and not simply observe, worlds illegible to the modern viewer.
This book pursues a tactical alternative to integration, suggesting that it

is perfectly acceptable – perhaps even liberating – to be foreign and
heterogeneous. Or rather, it may ultimately be less alienating to enable
an apparent foreignness to undermine the norms that we take for granted
than to hold onto those norms even when the hegemonic powers they
uphold, such as the secularism of the nation-state, erode. Art cannot be
Islamic if the idea of art, and all the concepts associated with it, emerge
from a framework that excludes Islam.
But what is Islam? It would be futile to claim to represent an authentic

Islamic voice in contrast to a colonial one, pitting one modern essentialism
against another. Rather, this book aims to dethrone the modern legitima-
tion of certain types of knowledge governing these definitions. Excavating
past texts, it unearths traces of an episteme distinct from that of modernity.
Historical Islam is informed by and informs the episteme explored in this
book, but their limits are not congruent. Each exceeds the other. Informed
by numerous interacting discourses, the episteme exceeds the boundaries
of any particular faith. Diverse in its interpretations and ultimately
reframed through modernity, Islam likewise exceeds the episteme. Rather
than describing an Islamic essence, the episteme explored in this book
offers a window to the premodern. In doing so, it critiques modern
empiricism as the most reliable paradigm of knowledge as applied to any
extra-modern framework, including the pasts theWest has appropriated as
its own. Regardless of nation, gender, or creed, we are all moderns now.29

0.3 The Paradox of Islamic Art

The need to fashion an ‘Islamic’ art history emerges against the backdrop of
a longstanding discomfort with the field’s name, frequently expressed by its
practitioners. Regardless of how much it develops new arenas of investiga-
tion, the overview remains uneasy, and often avoided, in favor of in-depth
studies. As Jas Elsner points out, without a governing narrative even the
most accurate specialist studies can fall into a methodological fallacy in

29 Akkach, 2005a: xxiii.
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which material evidence leaps from precise analysis to broad cultural
representations, which ultimately become woven into a narrative governed
by preconceived stories external to any evidence.30

In the absence of a new framework, the old one persists. Rooted in the
narrative structure of rise and fall, an overview of ‘Islamic art history’
implies authentic origins for (Arab) Islam, the corruption of which (by
Persians and Turks) enables imperial greatness, coded as ‘classical.’ This
cultural apogee devolves through contact with the West, leading to the
longstanding exclusion of eclectic nineteenth- and twentieth-century
Islamic arts from the art-historical canons. The erasure of this complex
period of multi-directional cultural appropriation makes the twentieth-
century dissolution of ‘Islamic art’ in the universalist modernism accom-
panying the redemptive rise of European colonialism seemingly inevitable.
Through it all, Islamic art historians have often commented on how the
field fails in relation to the predetermined category of art, and often note
that the category of Islam has little religious meaning when applied to art.31

Nonetheless, the category of ‘Islam’ persists.
The contradictions of the category emerged from the moment Islam was

wed to art history. One of the earliest comprehensive books using ‘Islam’ as
a trans-temporal and trans-regional category describing art, the Orientalist
Thomas Arnold’s 1928 Painting in Islam popularized a supposed contradic-
tion at the heart of Islamic art: that all images contravened a presumed
interdiction of the image. In a review of the work, his colleague
J. V. S. Wilkinson, an early specialist in Mughal painting, concurred,
explaining:

Muhammadan painting is not reallyMuhammadan at all, or hardly at all. That is to
say, it was, from the first, almost exclusively secular, and such religious art as there
was “came into existence in spite of the condemnation of the teachers of the faith,
and represents rather a spirit of artistic self-expression that refused to be repressed
than a normal outcome of the religious life of Islam.”32

The comment presumes an Islamic doctrinal ideal isolated from the lived
history of Islam, and valorizes norms associated withWestern art – images
and artistic individuals – not necessarily central in other cultural
formations.
Such suspicion of insufficiency reappears surprisingly frequently. In 1976,

OlegGrabar (1929–2011) asked: “Can one appropriately talk of ‘works of art’
when dozens, if not hundreds of similar objects are involved? . . . The

30 Elsner, 2006. 31 Shaw, 2012. 32 Wilkinson, 1929: 404.
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predominance of industrial arts over single works of art, the apparent
requirement of a physical context, the practical usefulness of almost all
objects, suggest that anthropological rather than art-historical methods are
more appropriate for analysis.”33 Nearly thirty years later, Sheila Blair and
Jonathan Bloom similarly intoned: “Much of what many historians of
Islamic art normally study – inlaid metal wares, luster ceramics, enameled
glass, brocaded textiles, and knotted carpets – is not the typical purview of
the historian of Western art, who generally considers such handicrafts to be
‘minor’ or ‘decorative’ arts compared with the ‘nobler’ arts of architecture,
painting, and sculpture.”34 Shifting the concern from artistic to documentary
insufficiency, Yves Porter bemoans the lack of Persian texts fitting
Euronormative expectations of demonstrative prose theorizing an external
analytical event – despite established studies indicating the contrary.35

Literature on the arts and aesthetics – both the theory and practice of the arts and
the rules of the various aesthetic movements that have taken place from antiquity
to modern times – were always important in Europe, but Persian literature has
never offeredmuch on these subjects. One would expect to find some rules defining
what is beautiful and harmonious, or at least some criteria by which a finished work
of art may be judged. These might include the correct proportions, not only of the
human body –which is certainly not a main concern in Islamic art – but also, let us
say, of the page of a manuscript or the facade of a building. Was there something
like theWestern ‘Golden Section’ that could have been known and used by Iranian
artists and applied to any medium of art, including architecture and painting? The
use of a form, of course, does not guarantee knowledge of the mathematical laws
that lie behind it.36

Similarly, Blair and Bloom describe ornament by refuting the analyses of
geometric pattern through its imprecision in comparison with Europe:

Some artistic traditions have had religious or political institutions that were able to
maintain meanings and interpretations over long periods and great distances – one
thinks, of course, of the papacy – but the Islamic world was not one of them. It is
difficult, if not impossible, to prove that any form or motif had the same meaning
in Abbasid Baghdad and Ottoman Istanbul, let alone in nineteenth-century Java,
and so iconographic arguments in Islamic art often end up as tautologies.37

This Eurocentric conception of meaning, as rooted in iconography and
favoring the figural and the textual, limits the range of analytical sources.

33 Grabar, 1976: 37–39. 34 Blair and Bloom, 2003: 153.
35 Minorsky, 1959; Tabbaa, 1985; Necipoğlu, 1995; Roxburgh, 2001; Vilchez, 2017.
36 Porter, 2000: 110. 37 Blair and Bloom, 2006: 26.
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Contrary to Blair and Bloom’s assertion that meaning depends on homo-
geneity, traditions function in the intersections between diverse forms. Of
course Java and Baghdad are not interchangeable. Neither are ancient
Athens, Helsinki, and Naples, and yet we have no trouble understanding
them as part of a single ‘Western’ tradition.
These authors contrast the presumed deficiency of Islamic art against

a paradigmaticWestern narrative. Yet this narrative only emerged through
modern theorizations teleologically projecting a cohesive Christian West.
Relationships of subject, representation, and taste became normalized in
the late eighteenth century, progress and positivism in the nineteenth,
perspective in the twentieth. If the Islamic world appears to lack compar-
able cohesion, it is not the failure of history so much as its narration.
Islamic art history has avoided the kind of overarching narration and

theorization necessary for a comparable grand narrative through recourse to
increasing empiricism and avoidance of the relationship between philosophy
and art.38 Even as contemporary scholarship provides excitingly nuanced
clarity in its scholarly engagements, no essential revision to the overview has
emerged. One rationale for this void has been the risk of essentialism inherent
in defining Islam and Islamic culture despite its vast temporal, geographical,
and ethnic diversities. Grabar warns of a “denial of concrete scholarship which
has tended to break away from the idea of an ‘Islamic’ art and to dwell on
specific themes, countries, and periods, feeling that no generalization should
come before many studies of details.”39 Four decades later, Islamic art histor-
ians still seem not to have amassed enough details to justify a broad cultural
basis unifying Islamic arts. Gülru Necipoğlu indicates that

there is little justification for positing a typical Islamic ‘mindset,’ transcending time
and space, that left its imprint on the modalities of the gaze. The predilection for
abstraction in the pictorial arts may have responded in part to religious constraints.
However, . . . this predilection was generally theorized as a matter of aesthetic
preference in the early modern literature on the visual arts, where the abstractive
inner gaze reigns supreme.40

While she aims to avoid generalization by restricting discourse of the gaze
to “early modern literature” rather than to ‘Islam,’ she does not suggest
how such literature gains categorical cohesion. Warning that trans-
temporal projection runs the risk of conceiving of non-Western histories
as ahistorical, like Grabar she promotes specificity.41 In the face of growing

38 Necipoğlu, 2015: 56 n. 35. 39 Grabar, 1977: 205. 40 Necipoğlu, 2015: 23.
41 Necipoğlu, 2015: 28.
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racialization and denigration of Islam, this emphasis on specificity marks
a subtly oppositional politics, yet denies the possibility of an intellectual
world marked by boundaries distinct from modern frameworks: nation-
states, historical linearity, and empiricism itself.42 Samer Akkach identi-
fies this avoidance of essentialism, the primary ‘sin’ of contemporary
Islamic art history, as resulting in the “deconstruction of the Islamic.”43

He argues against this deconstruction by focusing on spatial implications
of the thought of ibn Arabi. This book argues that a thinker like ibn Arabi
lies within a broad range of the discourses constituting lived Islam.
Informing the perceptual cultures of Islam, so-called mystical and so-
called orthodox texts are often mutually dependent and indivisible. For
somebody attuned to a reality beyond that of physicality, the so-called
mystical is always immanent within the mundane; a practice of reception,
it may or may not be the focus of any interpretive practice. It does not
participate in the hierarchy of mind and body implicit in the concept of
aesthetics.
Disengagement from intellectual history has often resulted in a facile

celebration of universal pleasure in beauty. Blair and Bloom valorize
this approach through the example of a silk textile bearing the embroi-
dered epigraph “I exist for pleasure; Welcome! For pleasure am I; he
who beholds me sees joy and well-being.”44 For them, the “quest to find
subtle and learned meanings” has caused us to overlook “their primary
meaning as invitations to stop what we are doing for a moment and
contemplate, think, and let our minds explore the beauties before our
eyes.” They suggest that the rhyming couplet on the embroidery
“would have mesmerized the viewer much as modern advertising on
TV bombards us with slogans, images, and jingles.” They invite their
visitors to “contemplate the joy and well-being displayed by these
magnificent objects that testify to the long and vibrant cultures and
rich intellectual traditions of the Islamic lands.” 45 Yet they deny the
role art history could play in facilitating access to these traditions, and
the role these intellectual traditions could play in articulating our
understanding of the arts as well as of Islam. Art can provide
a gateway to the manifold historical cultures Islam, but only if we are
willing to rethink ‘art’ through the voices of those cultures. Rather than
marginalizing the agency of Islam in ‘Islamic art,’ this book examines
its agency as a driving force within it.

42 Aydin, 2017. 43 Akkach, 2005a: xxii. 44 Blair and Bloom, 2006: 27.
45 Blair and Bloom, 2006: 27–28. David Museum, Copenhagen. Inv. no. 2/1989.
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0.4 Islam, Poetry, and Perceptual Culture

This book resituates the term ‘Islamic’ in the category ‘Islamic art history’
as equivalent to the term ‘Western’ in ‘Western art history.’ ‘Islamic’ and
‘Western’ each designate categories of perceptual practice emerging
through their respective discursive realms of Islamic and Christian
European hegemony.46 Like hegemonic Western (Christianate) cultures,
the cultures we designate as ‘Islamic’ included complex, transcultural,
trans-geographic, interfaith, and trans-temporal literary and social engage-
ments with practices of faith that often transgressed the bounds of what we,
as modern subjects, distinguish as separate religions.47 Just as European
Christianity drew on Roman antiquity and European pagan holidays
through non-linear, strategic appropriations, Islam developed intertwined
with a multitude of local cultures.48 Like theWestern (Christianate) world,
the historical Islamic world was never static, insular, or uniform. And just
as ‘Western art’ relies upon intellectual traditions reverberating through its
manifold cultural transformations, the arts of the Islamic world depend on
a dynamic intellectual history.
The exclusion of Islam from the ‘Judeo-Christian’ West belies inter-

twined geographical and intellectual interactions of Islam with both
Abrahamic and antique Greek and Roman cultures generally conceived
as ‘Western.’ Predominant models of the history of early Islam locate its
origins in the Arabian Peninsula and witness it spreading northward and
westward over the map, as though it emerged fully formed in the history of
its origins. Such narratives neglect the persistence of preexisting cultures
within the blossoming of Islam. As early Islamic forces conquered provin-
cial administrations in the Roman and Sasanian Empires, they did not
destroy existing practices. Muslims often directed minority governments.
While many locals did convert, states also benefited from the taxes decreed
in the Quran as legitimately levied on non-Muslims, financially incentiviz-
ing the maintenance of large and prosperous non-Muslim populations. As
Islamic territories expanded northward across the Levant and
Mesopotamia into Transoxiana and westward across Africa, Muslim rulers
incorporated and learned from local populations. From the first centuries

46 In the early twentieth century, the Indo-European roots of the Persian language led to their
identification as Aryan, and thus more aesthetically refined than Arabs, designated as ‘Semitic,’
or the even less cultured Turks (Necipoğlu, 2012: 59–60).

47 Masuzawa, 2005.
48 This book uses ‘Roman’ instead of ‘Byzantine’, a modern term designating the Eastern Roman

Empire, ruled (mostly) from Constantinople until 1453 (Ostrogorsky, 1969: 28).
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of Islamic rule, local ethnic groups, non-Muslims, and recent converts
enfolded knowledge from multiple sources into Islamic intellectual life.
As Islamic forces gained power in the seventh and eighth centuries, late
antique knowledge – already familiar within pre-Islamic Arab culture –

accompanied the acquisition of former Roman and Sasanian territories.49

While general Platonic influences have often been noted in considerations
of Islamic poetry and art, the specific relationships between ancient philo-
sophies and Islamic expression have rarely been traced. This book follows
through on the well-established historical relationship between antiquity
and Islam to consider how it played out in literary expression.
Before the unprecedented isolation and erasure of ethnicities and

religious groups through modern nationalism, most regions of Islamic
hegemony were multi-lingual, multi-ethnic, and included large non-
Muslim communities. These included: Orthodox Christian Greeks and
Armenians; Coptic, Maronite, Nestorian, Assyrian Syriac, and Catholic
Christians; Druze, Jews, and Zoroastrians; Hindus, Jains, and Buddhists.
The institutions of Islam, including law, philosophy, theology, and
spiritualism, thrived through the accretion of diverse interactions. The
populations of these diverse groups were fully integrated into the Islamic
world, participating in and contributing to cultural discourses trans-
cending religious boundaries – much as I, as a non-Christian living in
‘Western’ societies, comfortably participate in the hegemonic frame-
works of my environments.
The dense discursive network constituting Islam that emerged through

so much diversity resembles an intellectual planetary system revolving
around the Quran as a beacon of divine guidance for Muslims. Yet
Islamic art history has largely eschewed theoretical engagement with
meaning in the Quran, treating it either within the category of book arts
or as an epigraphic source. Particularly with architectural epigraphy, pol-
itics is presumed to overshadow religious meaning. Following Hegel, such
interpretation focuses not on intrinsic but on extrinsic systems of messa-
ging. Instead, this book engages the Quran as a guide to perception with
which other discourses – legal, philosophical, and poetic – were deeply
engaged within a pre-secular worldview. It adopts a literary approach to
the Quran akin to that promoted by modernist theologians, often ostra-
cized by puritanical interpreters demanding an anachronistic orthodoxy
contradicted in the lived history of the Islamic world.50 Scriptural ortho-
doxy has been supported in the Orientalist tradition as well, from the

49 Vilchez, 2017: 30. 50 Abu-Zayd, 2003: 39; Toorawa, 2009.
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nineteenth century to the modern era. The understanding of original text
as scripture directly establishing norms presumes a relationship with the
legacies of the Prophet analogous to that presumed by the nineteenth-
century sola scripturamovement in Protestant thought, ignoring the lived,
discursive history of religions – here, Islam.51

While one approach to Islam has emphasized history, another has
emphasized spirituality as distinct from orthodoxy. Sufism has often
been connected to vague New Age mysticism, akin to the recycling of
aspects of Hinduism into Yoga in the late nineteenth century or Zen
Buddhism into contemporary art in the mid-twentieth. One translator of
Sufi poetry, Reynold Nicholson (1868–1945), even misread the earliest
extended theorization of Sufism in Persian, Kashf al-mahjub (Uncovering
of the veiled) by Abu Hasan al-Hujwiri (d. 1077), as discounting ritual
Islamic practice entirely, even though it explains rather that ritual must not
be followed blindly, but should be enhanced through the spiritual training
enabled through Sufi ritual and thought.52

This book considers Sufism as intrinsic to the lived history of Islamic
spirituality and perceptual experience throughout its geographies. The
connections between rulers and Sufis throughout the Islamic world attest
to this centrality. The esoteric approach to Islam inherent in Isma’ili Shi’a
thought was integral to the establishment of Islam across North Africa in
the eighth to tenth centuries. The Seljuqs of Rum (1037–1308) in the
former Eastern Roman Empire supported the seminal intellectuals of
Sufism, Shahib al-Din Yahya Suhrawardi (1154–1191), ibn Arabi (1165–
1240), and Jalal al-Din Rumi (1207–1273), as well as the preeminent poet
Nizami of Ganj (1141–1209), who popularized many Sufi themes in his
work. The Abbasid caliph al-Nasir al-Din Allah (1181–1223) brought the
Sufi shaykh Shahab al-Din Umar al-Suhrawardi (1145–1234), who
expanded the Suhrawardiyya order, to his court to unify the practice of
spiritual chivalry (futuwat), which recognized ‘Ali as the conjunction of
spiritual guidance with knightly valor, establishing the caliph as its focus.53

Jami (1410–1492), poet and shaykh of the Naqshibandi order, served as court
theologian during the Timurid Empire (1370–1507); his brother-in-law,
Husayn Wa’iz Kashifi Sabzawari (d. 1504), wrote a popular guide to spiritual
chivalry that aided its widespread dissemination. Ottoman rulers considered
ibn Arabi as akin to a patron saint of the dynasty, and followed the Mevlevi
order guided by the wisdom of Jalal al-Din Rumi (1207–1273).54 In the

51 Fudge, 2006; Fowden, 2015:4. 52 al-Hujwiri, 1959: xi. 53 Sabzawari, 2000: xiii.
54 Knysh, 1999: 4.
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meantime, their private guard, the Janissaries, followed the Bektashi order.
The Safavid dynasty (1501–1736) legitimated itself through affiliationwith the
Safaviyya order. The Suhrawardi-inspired Chisti order informed the Mughal
Empire (1526–1540, 1555–1857) in India. During the same period, Sufism
became integral to wielding power in African cities such as Timbuktu.55 It
enabled the power of the shaykh of the Qadiriyya order, ‘Abd al-Qadir al-
Jazari (1808–1883) in resisting French colonial incursions into Algeria in the
1830s. Although periodically controversial among jurists, Sufi hermeneutics
were included in the official Ottoman curriculum from at least the mid-
sixteenth century, making the thought of ibn Arabi in particular common
from the Balkans to the Caucasus and from Algeria to the Arabian
Peninsula.56 Throughout, poetry incorporating Sufi thought was central to
cultural production even if not all Muslims or governments have participated
in or approved of Sufism.
The quest for union with the divine indicated in Sufism was pursued in

several ways: rare individual insight; the staged path offered through
communal ritual taught in dervish orders; inspired and descriptive prose
guidebooks; and poetry. The latter two traditions function within the
category of ‘adab, an Arabic word (used as well in Persian, Turkish, and
Urdu) that indicates spiritual cultivation often compared with the Greek
paideia. Its reduction in modern educational systems to ‘literature’ may
have limited recognition of its epistemic centrality in understanding
Islamic intellectual history.57

Given the intimate relationship between many images and the poetic
texts they illustrate, it is surprising that art-historical analysis has largely
limited itself to identifying narratives rather than recognizing the theore-
tical and visual information conveyed in poetry. Grabar simultaneously
indicates and dismisses the possibility of using poetry as a source about art,
finding that its lack of specificity makes it a weaker source than critical or
theoretical expositions.58 Similarly, James Montgomery notes that the
modern discipline of Islamic Studies often disregards poetry as “rarely
taken seriously as a legitimate discourse for the expression of theological,
philosophical, or even religious or political ideas (and so is consequently
marginalized in favour of heresiographical or annalistic materials).”59

While poetry has served as an analytical source in individual studies, it
has yet to become a disciplinary mainstay.60

55 Gomez, 2018: 284.
56 Ahmed and Filipovic, 2004; Knysh, 1999; Çalış-Kural, 2014: 46; Elias, 2012: 227–228.
57 Allan, 2012: 175. 58 Grabar, 1973: 3; Grabar, 1992: 233. 59 Montgomery, 2011: 77.
60 Necipoğlu, 1995; Behrens-Abouseif, 1998; Akkach, 2005a; Elias, 2012; Vilchez, 2017; Kia, 2006.
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